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We like the Aurora State Airport the way it is!  
Let’s keep it that way with No expansion! 

  Oregon Department of Aviation’s 6 of 7 Preliminary Alternatives for 
  new Draft Aurora State Airport Master Plan propose to: 
 Expand the Airport’s direct impact on neighboring communities with a longer runway for 
bigger airplanes, taking private property. The Master Plan ignores significant problems with 
low-flying overflights and noise, increased traffic, sewage, pollution, climate change, farm 
impacts, underground fuel storage, uncertain firefighting capacity and earthquake-prone soils. 

 Extend the Airport runway by approximately 500 feet to 5,500 feet to allow larger, heavier 
aircraft to land and take-off with more fuel. The main revenue source for Oregon Department 
of Aviation is a tax on aviation fuel; so more fuel sales means more $ money $ for government 
agency, despite negative impacts to residents, farmers, environment and climate change. 

 Ignore 9 years’ worth of actual Airport control tower flight operations data to project 
future Airport growth. Rather than use actual Airport operations data or the standard “FAA 
Oregon Federal Contract Tower Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) Model,” the Draft Master Plan 
uses inflated population growth projections of Clackamas and Marion Counties to determine 
future Airport growth. Oregon Department of Aviation is using a dubious methodology that 
inexplicably equates population growth with increasing flights at Airport — a false correlation 
between general population growth of counties and Airport without passenger air service.  

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-approved Oregon Department of Aviation’s 
Airport Operations Forecast is 50% greater than the standard FAA Oregon contract tower 
forecast. The “Marion and Clackamas County Combined Population Growth Model” 
projects annual operations to increase by 0.9% per year, whereas the “Oregon Federal 
Contract Tower TAF Model” estimates 0.6% annual growth rate. 

 Deprive citizens of the right to appeal the FAA Airport Operations Forecast that calls for 
expansion. Oregon Department of Aviation asserts that the Airport Operations Forecast is not 
appealable. By preventing public challenge, federal and state aviation agencies appear to do as 
they please without being answerable to citizens. 

 FAA is now telling the public that a “No Action” Alternative is Not allowable and only 
Airport expansion can occur since Airport is violating too many air safety requirements. 
Without an apparent basis in law, federal agency now appears to have put the fix in for larger 
Airport and to disregard public feedback. 

 FAA and Oregon Department of Aviation disregard Airport operations data that shows 
decrease over time in larger, heavier C-I and C-II aircraft, and that smaller, lighter B-II and 
smaller aircraft are the vast majority of Airport users. Government agencies appear to collude 
on backroom deals that provide wealthy developers with more tax-payer funded subsidies. 

 Disregard that other nearby airports (Hillsboro, PDX, Salem, McMinnville) with over 5,000-
foot runways are underutilized and would welcome additional based aircraft and operations.  
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 Of the original draft set of seven Master Plan  
 “airside alternatives,” only Alternative 7 maintains  
 most of the Airport’s current layout and footprint: 
 Retains current runway length (5,003 feet) and existing vast majority B-II class of aircraft 
standards rather than planning for a longer, strengthened runway that accommodates larger, 
heavier C-I, C-II and larger class of aircraft. 

 Protects the important local agricultural economy: Keil Road, a key access for local 
farmers, is not impacted by Alternative 7. Additionally, by restraining Airport expansion, 
speculative real-estate pressures that increase farmland rental costs are reduced, and help to 
keep farming economical in Oregon’s bread-basket of French Prairie. 

 Reduces land-use conflicts: Existing Airport septic drain fields, wind cones, and weather 
equipment do not conflict with layout. Wilsonville-Hubbard Highway 551, Keil Road, Boones 
Ferry Road and nearby residential areas do not conflict with the Runway Protection Zone 
(RPZ). Alternatives 1-4 all propose Airport expansion that negatively impacts ag operations. 

 Increases safety by limiting runway access for pedestrians and vehicles and preventing 
over-weight/over-sized aircraft that can hold more fuel. 

HOWEVER, Neither Alternative 7 nor any of the other draft alternatives in the 
draft Master Plan address any land-use, surface transportation, pollution and 
other issues of concern to area constituents: 
 Poor quality roads in the Airport area vicinity are unimproved county roads with no 
shoulders or sidewalks, narrow lanes and deep ditches – no improvements are proposed by 
the Master Plan. 

 Negative impacts to the farming-based agricultural economy due to Airport expansion and 
speculative real-estate deals near the Airport are not addressed. 

 No mitigation methods for low-flying overflights and loud aircraft noise that negatively 
impact homeowner real-estate values and area residents’ quality-of-life are presented in the 
Master Plan. 

 Pollution from fuel, sewage, stormwater and PFAS forever chemicals generated by Airport 
users is disregarded, as are negative impacts to salmon-bearing streams near Airport. 

 Impacts from increasing Climate Change greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions due to money-
making Oregon Department of Aviation fuel sales at Aurora State Airport are disregarded. 

 Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) data shows that the 
Aurora State Airport is located in an area subject to major potential damage in a projected 
9.0 Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquake. Airport area soils are prone to shaking and 
liquefaction during major earthquake, resulting in runway broken-apart into many sections 
and unserviceable for a long period of time. Only helicopters, which don’t need a runway, will 
be able to operate for months or years after the Big One.  
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 FAA tells public three Alternatives that maintain  
 current layout of Airport accommodating majority  
 of Airport users “Will Not Be Considered Further”: 

 

 
The ‘System of Airports’ around Aurora State Airport 
How does the Aurora State Airport fit in with other airports in the area? Does it make sense to spend millions on 
expanding Aurora, when so many other airports are operating far below past levels? The Master Plan makes no 
attempt to conduct an analysis. In the interest of safety, should we keep larger private jets with heavy fuel 
loads at the safest possible airport, PDX, where highest level fire services are provided 24/7 on-airport? 
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ARFF: Aircraft Rescue & Fire Fighting Index ranges from ‘A’ to ‘E’; PDX has the highest ARFF Index, to handle accidents for the largest aircraft. 
ATADS & TAF are two FAA databases; ATADS provides precise operational counts for each of 500+ U.S. airports with ATC (air traffic control tower); 
TAF is Terminal Area Forecast and provides past annual operations totals and future projected ops levels for each of nearly 4,000 U.S. airports. 
Weight Bearing Capacity is an important metric, to define which aircraft can safely and sustainably use a runway. When an airport authority allows 
uses by larger and overweight aircraft, the runway surface is rapidly degraded, which reduces safety. 
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ASA MP Operations Data Analysis by Type of Aircraft 

 
Comparing the latest 2021 Operations data with the 10-year Average Annual Operations data 
reveals the following: 
• The most active class of aircraft accounting for largest share of operations at 33%, B-II aircraft 

totaled 2,066 ops in 2021, 45% over the average. 
• The second most active group, C-I aircraft, totaled 252 ops in 2021, 23% below the average. 
• The third most active group, C-II aircraft, totaled 218 ops in 2021, 52% below the average. 
• The fastest growing group, D-II aircraft, totaled 80 ops in 2021, 515% above the average. These 

flights were mostly Gulfstream IV (GLF4) jets, topping out at ~74,000 pounds. 
CONCLUSION: Aurora State Airport is a B-II dominated airport with C-I and C-II declining, but 
D-II use exploding. However, the FAA and ODAV insist that Airport is classified as C-II.  
The data also shows that B-II and smaller aircraft compose 87.9% of Airport’s Average Annual 
Operations, while C-I and larger aircraft make-up just 7.3% of all operations. 
It appears the ‘tail is wagging the dog’: the smallest portion of Aircraft (7.3%) that are the largest size 
are dictating to the vast majority 87.9% of Airport users that the Airport should be expanded.  
This data also indicates that airport authority Oregon Dept. of Aviation (ODAV) is willing to allow use 
of the Aurora State Airport runway by larger and overweight aircraft (C-I and larger), with a tradeoff 
that these aircraft generate huge fuel flowage revenues to ODAV due to aircraft large fuel capacities. 
However, public safety is jeopardized and Airport runway maintenance costs increased when larger 
Aircraft are allowed to use Airport that is currently violating FAA safety requirements. 
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